
Beautification and Maintenance Update 

 

The Ravines is blessed with nearly a 5000 sq ft facility on ten beautiful acres. Here, our couples eat, 
sleep and receive 15 hours of intensive counseling. Lined with shady trees, a vast lawn, a barn and a 
walking path with benches, the property is a main attraction for couples in need of solitude to focus on 
their marriages. We often tell them, “It is a beautiful place to do hard work”. While our couples do their 
hard work on their marriages, our maintenance personnel continue to do hard work maintaining our 
property, both indoors and outdoors. Ongoing upkeep and maintenance are a vital necessity to 
maintain a certain standard of excellence, which hopefully will remain synonymous with The Ravines 
name.  
 

Within the inside of our facility this year, we did a few needed building updates. The stove, which we 
had since the beginning of The Ravines in 2009, needed replacing. In addition, we replaced the 
electric blinds on the tall windows of our dining and living area that we fondly refer to as The 
Gathering Room.  
 

On the outside property, our regular 
maintenance of the grounds is an on-going 
chore. Earlier this year we lost 13 pine trees 
along our west border of the property. These 
trees separated the fields to the west and 
created a private border from the busy traffic on 
Belshaw Road. A generous friend of The 
Ravines replaced all these trees with numerous 
new trees. Now the yard has both privacy and 
beauty. During the warmer months, our lawn 
maintenance workers diligently mow our lawn 
which stretches from Belshaw Road back past 
our firepit. This usually takes about 4-5 hours 
per week. As with any lawn, weeds are a never-
ending challenge. This summer, 35 middle 
schoolers from Holland, Michigan came to serve 
us by pulling weeds on our grounds. They filled about 30 garbage bags with weeds. We also had to 
fix a few electrical poles because of damage during one of the storms.  
 

 

But still our “TO-DO” list continues to grow. 
The list includes painting of the shed, painting 
parts of the garage and the bell post, power 
washing some outdoor areas and renovating 
our downstairs bathroom in our guest suite 
(which we hope to complete before the end of 
the year)! 
 

We are incredibly grateful for all our 
volunteers, generous donors and workers! 
 
Thank you for all your hard work! 
 
 

Pictured: Students from Foundry Church in Holland, Mi  


